Vibez Estates is a part of Vibezclub incorporated in the year 2005
June. Vibez Estate Is primarily into promotion and Maintenance
of Coffee Estates and farm houses. Hand in hand with quality,
Pursing uncompromising Ethical values and Transparency are
Paramount to Vibez Estates. Quality, Values & Transparency rolled in
a Capsule — can a customer expect anything better.
Looking for a way to manage your coffee estate and enhance the
value, life and beauty of your property? With Vibez Estates
identified estates in Karnataka, you can achieve just that with
the help of our customized estate maintenance services. Our goal
is to assist our customers locate the right coffee plantation
property and help in the maintenance of the property by
professionally trained people recruited by us. So even if you’re far
away from your property, you can feel rest assured that your
estate is being well cared for by professionals solely dedicated to
estate maintenance as a core competence.
At Vibez Estates, our prime aim is to provide you with complete
coffee estate maintenance and security services so that you have
the extra time to dedicate on other things that are more
enjoyable and important to you. Our services include maintaining
the plantation property for the agreed number of years and
providing periodic updates to the customer regarding the
same. The decisions regarding the maintenance / management
and at what costs are made by the developer with the interest
who will be the ultimate decision maker

Vision
To be one of the most respected company in the corporate world,
which means that the most professional and transparent in every
aspect we endeavor and give values to our customers and employees
alike. Precisely the most trusted name in the service Industry and the
organization flows.

THE BRAINS BEHIND THE SCENE
At Vibez Estates, we have a team of experienced, passionate and
dedicated professionals with over 30 years of in-depth plantation
knowledge. Our key personnel comprises experienced and enthusiastic
coffee estate managers all of whom have many years individual
professional experience. From taking care of security issues to
generating periodic maintenance reports for your perusal, all our
associates are committed to creating and implementing innovative
solutions to help you to develop and take care of your property.
Since the company’s inception in the year 2009, Vibez Estates have put
hard labor and investment to bring you the best solution towards
maintaining your coffee estates. All our associates have diverse
backgrounds, talents and experiences helping to make each project of
developing and maintaining a coffee estate a success. Besides this, they
also share a spirit of teamwork, a commitment to delivering quality
results, ensuring customer satisfaction and meeting their requirements.
At Vibez Estates, we also ensure that each of the professionals recruited
by us take part in ongoing training sessions. This helps to keep our team
up-to-date with the latest regulations enabling them to perform better
and deliver a comprehensive service. At the core of our company’s
culture is our drive to equip our team with an unparalleled wealth of
experience, depth of subject knowledge and professional discipline so
that they can, in turn, provide timely and practical solutions to you – our
clients.

Market Pain
You have worked hard for several years and are now looking for a way
to invest wisely with good returns? Consider investing in a coffee
estate in the heart of the Western Ghats surrounded by beautiful
landscape, scenic visuals and a vibrant eco-system. A 1,000-mile ribbon
of mountains running all the way down the western side of the
subcontinent, the Western Ghats has long been one of the main
coffee-growing regions of India. Some of the oldest coffee estates in
the country can be found here, with plantations dating back to the
mid-19th century, when British planters went about setting up these
sprawling estates.

Our Solution
Endowed with nature’s bounty in the form of rich soils, luxuriant
tropical tree cover, abundant sunshine and rainfall, these estates
have the capacity of producing some of the finest coffee variants
that can form parts of the blends of the most discerning roasters.
However, over the years, there have been many incidences of
people who have had negative experiences after investing in coffee
estates primarily due to the difficulties in maintaining these estates,
bad roads or due to being given to the wrong hands for
maintenance such as friends, relatives or managers. There have also
been several incidences of estate owners who have had security
problems such as issues created by neighbors etc. and are unable to
resolve these issues primarily because of being over hundreds of
kilometers away from the estate. All of our identified coffee estates
for sale in Karnataka are maintained by professionally trained
people recruited by us. Some of the many benefits of associating
with Vibez Estates for investing in a coffee estate or property in
Karnataka include:
 Complete Maintenance Services
 Maintenance Fee to be paid every year on actuals
 Ensured security of the Estates
 Ensured Good Revenue generated from the yield
 Periodic Updates on the maintenance details and expenses
incurred
 All the estates in close proximity from the major cities like
Bangalore, Mysore etc.

